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Abstract. This paper presents a new model for the piezoelectric actuator (PA) in the context of in the impact

drive mechanism (IDM) for the in-pipe inspection application. The feature of the model is capturing the inertia

of PA stack in a distributed manner as opposed to the lumped manner in literature. The benefit arising from this

feature is a balanced trade-off between computational efficiency and model accuracy. The study presented in this

paper included both theoretical development (i.e. the model of the piezoelectric actuator and the model of the

entire IDM which includes the actuator) and experimental verification of the model. The study has shown that

(1) the inertia of the PA in such a robot will significantly affect the accuracy of the entire model of IDM and

(2) the simulation of the dynamic behavior with the proposed model is sufficiently accurate by comparing with

the experiment. It is thus recommended that the inertia of the PA be considered in the entire model of the IDM

robot. The model is an analytical type, which has a high potential to be used for the model-based control of the

IDM robot and optimization of its design for a much improved performance of the IDM system.

1 Introduction

A tremendous amount of progresses in micro-robotics have

been made in recent years, including micromanipulation

for micro or nano-objects handling and nano-positioning.

These systems have many applications ranging from in vivo

biomedical therapeutic procedures to military reconnais-

sance (Fatikow and Rembold, 2009; Ouyang et al., 2008).

In-pipe robots driven by piezoelectric actuators (PA) have

advantages of low energy consumption, small size, and

high precision down to the scale of micrometers and even

nanometers. In-pipe robots can perform specific functions

(scanning, detecting and repairing) in small pipes, such as

condenser pipe, blood vessel and intestine (Dario et al., 2003;

Yukawa et al., 2006; Xia et al., 2008).

One such type of actuators is based on the stick-slip (S-S)

actuation principle (Zhang et al., 2012). In order to realize the

autonomous motion, one type of the S-S actuator called im-

pact drive mechanism (IDM) (Dario et al., 2003; Tenzer and

Mrad, 2004; Fukui et al., 2001) was proven to be very use-

ful. The schematic diagram of IDM is shown in Fig. 1. The

system consists of a main body, an attached block, and a PA

(e.g. PZT actuator). Take the motion towards right as a for-

ward motion. The forward motion has three stages: (1) neu-

tral state at which the PA is given the zero voltage; (2) slow

extension at which the voltage increases slowly and thus the

PA extends slowly to push the block with a small acceleration

(note that the main body holds its position by the static fric-

tion force from the in-wall of the pipe); (3) quick contraction

at which the driving voltage suddenly drops down to zero,

and the PA contracts quickly and pulls the main body moving

forward. By repeating the foregoing actions, the main body

is moved forward continuously (step by step; like a step mo-

tor). There is possibility that PA is replaced by other direct
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Figure 1. The working principle of the IDM robot.

driven actuators such as shape memory alloy (Hattori et al.,

2014). Further, the special requirement on the input voltage

(i.e. with one direction of the stroke fast and the opposite di-

rection of the stroke slow) can be realized by the resonant

principle (Yokozawa and Morita, 2015).

A model that describes the dynamics of the IDM system

is useful to the control of the system and to optimization of

the structure of the system, including both the mechanism

and controller (Zhang et al., 1999; Li et al., 2001; Liu et al.,

2015). Liu et al. (2009) studied the IDM robot actuated by a

piezoelectric bimorph (which is of a different configuration

of piezoelectric materials to generate motion or deformation)

based on a model without consideration of the inertia of the

PA. Makkar et al. (2007) and Li et al. (2009) studied the mod-

eling for friction without consideration of the inertia of PA.

Ha et al. (2005) optimized the mass ratio of the block and

main body and the driving waveform (Fig. 1); however they

have not included the inertia of PA in their analysis. Hunstig

et al. (2013) investigated the performance and the velocity

limitation of the piezoelectric inertia drives under ideal exci-

tations. Sabzehmeidani et al. (2010) studied IDM intelligent

control based on mass-spring-damping model with 2 DOFs.

Their model has not explicitly included the dynamics of the

PA.

In the previous studies where the inertia of the PA is con-

sidered, the PA was usually treated as an ideal spring and

damping with zero mass (Higuchi et al., 1993; Chang and Li,

1999). However, the inertia of the PAs consumes the driv-

ing power and finally influences the dynamic behaviors of

the robot. Their effects may be comparable with those out of

other components. This means that consideration of the iner-

tia of PA especially in the form of a continuous media may

be necessary especially for micro-systems (Liu et al., 2015).

Further, aiming at the control of such a system, an analytical

model with reasonable accuracy is highly useful (Yokose et

al., 2014).

Figure 2. The free-body diagram of the IDM robot.

This paper presents a study on developing an analytical

model for the IDM robot in the context of in-pipe inspection.

The inertia of PA and that of the other components in this

case are comparable. The experiment was carried out to ver-

ify the effectiveness of the model. The remainder of the paper

is organized in the following. Section 2 presents the model.

Section 3 discusses the experimental verification. Section 4

presents some model-predicted results behind this IDM in-

pipe inspection robot, which are useful to optimizing the de-

sign of the IDM in-pipe robot. Finally, there is a conclusion

in Sect. 5.

2 Model development

2.1 Governing equation

The free body diagram of the IDM in-pipe robot is shown in

Fig. 2. The entire system moves along the x direction, where

mAand mB represent the mass of the main body (Object A)

and the attached block (Object B), and xA and xB are the

corresponding displacements. From Fig. 2 and by applying

the Newtonian second law, one can obtain the following two

equations on Objects A and B, respectively

mAẍA = kP (xB− xA)+ cp (ẋB− ẋA)−FfA−FPA (1)

mBẍB =−kP (xB− xA)− cp (ẋB− ẋA)−FfB+FPB. (2)

In the above equations, the stiffness and damping of the PA

are expressed as kP and cp, respectively. FfA and FfB are the

friction forces acting on the main body and block, respec-

tively. FPA and FPB are the driving forces generated from

the PA, respectively. It is noted that FPA 6=FPB (because the

dynamics of the PA is considered). Further, the in-pipe in-

spection robot here has revised a little bit on the IDM, that is,

having the inertial mass (i.e. block B) down to the ground.

2.2 Dynamic model of the PA

The PA is in itself a dynamics system, which means that the

PA has inertia, damping, and stiffness. Suppose the PA is an

elastic body and its inertia is uniformly distributed along the

x direction. Under the configuration as shown in Fig. 1, the

piezoelectric rod extends such that Object A tends to move
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along the left direction while Object B tends to move along

the right direction. As such, there must be an instantaneous

center of velocity at a certain time during contraction or at a

certain position along the piezoelectric rod. We cut the whole

PA rod into two segments on this instantaneous center. Fig-

ure 3 shows two separate force diagram of these two parts

of the PA, where FP is the driving force generated in the PA

rod by the input voltage, dlA and dlB are the displacements

of the two ends of the whole PA rod during the time period

of dt , at which the instantaneous center forms, mPA and mPB

are the masses of the two parts of the PA rod, respectively.

The works with the two parts of the PA rod during dt are:

dWA = (FPA−FP)dlA = (FPA−FP )

(
vAdt +

1

2
aAdt

2

)
(3)

dWB = (FP −FPB)dlB = (FP −FPB)

(
vBdt +

1

2
aBdt

2

)
. (4)

The kinetic energy of mPA at a certain time is:

EPA =

l∫
0

1

2
v2
xρdx =

l∫
0

1

2

(x
l
v
)2

ρdx =
1

6
mv2. (5)

The change in the kinetic energy within dt is:

dEPA =
1

6
mPA

[
(vA+ aAdt)

2
− v2

A

]
=

1

6
mPAa

2
Adt

2
+

1

3
mPAvAaAdt. (6)

Note that the change in kinetic energy within dt should be

equal to the work done during this time. That is,

dEPA = dWA. (7)

From Eqs. (3), (6), (7), we have (for the left part of the piezo-

electric rod P1):

FPA =
1

3
mPAaA+FP =

1

3

(
ẋA

ẋA− ẋB

)
mP ẍA+FP . (8)

Similarly, we have (for the right part of the piezoelectric

rod P2):

FPB =−
1

3
mPBaB+FP =

1

3

(
ẋB

ẋA− ẋB

)
mP ẍB+FP . (9)

2.3 Friction model

Without loss of the generality for the purpose of this study,

the Karnopp model (Karnopp, 1985) was employed to de-

scribe the frictional force in this work, i.e.:

Ff = {FCλ(v)+FS[1− λ(v)]}sign(v) (10)

Figure 3. The free-body diagram of the PZT actuator.

where

λ(v)=

{
1 |v|> α

0 |v| ≤ α
α > 0.

FC=µK Fn is the Coulomb friction, and FS=µS Fn is the

static friction. Fn denotes the normal force, µK and µS are

the frictional coefficients, respectively. It is noted that there

is a friction force on Object A and Object B, respectively.

2.4 Model integration

The ultimate goal of the analysis is to find the motion of the

main body (Object A) and the inertial mass or block (Ob-

ject B), as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. For the convenience of the

reader, we put together all the equations as derived before in

the following.

mAẍA = kP (xB− xA)+ cp (ẋB− ẋA)−FfA−FPA
mBẍB =−kP (xB− xA)− cp (ẋB− ẋA)−FfB+FPB

FPA =
1

3
mPAaA+FP =

1

3

(
ẋA

ẋA− ẋB

)
mP ẍA+FP

FPB =−
1

3
mPBaB+FP =

1

3

(
ẋB

ẋA− ẋB

)
mP ẍB+FP

FfA =
{
FCAλ (ẋA)+FSA

[
1− λ (ẋA)

]}
sign(ẋA)

FfB = {FCBλ (ẋB)+FSB [1− λ (ẋB)]}sign(ẋB)

(11)

Further, in the above equations, the PA driving force is

FP = kP de V , where kP denotes the mechanical stiffness

and de denotes piezoelectric coefficient (Fung et al., 2008;

Low and Guo, 1995). In our case, kP = 5× 107 N m−1,

de= 3× 10−7 m V−1, mP = 120 g. In the test system, there

is a support force from the pipe acting on the block

against gravity. Consequently, the block gets a friction force

FSB= 0.1 N, which is however much smaller than FSA. So

FCB≈ 0 while FCA= 5/6FSA. The waveform of the input

voltage has a strong influence on the performance of the IDM

robot. A triangular waveform was employed in this study to

drive the PA. As shown in Fig. 4, the duty ratio was 75 and

80 %, respectively, in this study. Duty ratio is defined as the

period of time from zero to peak (t1) of the wave over the

total period of operational time (t2), namely t1/t2.

Figure 5 shows the displacements when the driving volt-

age is 80 v, t1= 1.5 ms, and t2= 2 ms. The Object A moves

backward a little when the PA extends slowly. The actuator

pulls Object A forward during its quick contraction.
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Figure 4. The waveform of the input voltage. The duty ratio is de-

fined as t1/t2 and it is 75 and 80 %, respectively, in this study; V0 is

the maximum voltage.

Figure 5. Displacements of Object A and block in 5 cycles.

2.5 Model validation

An experimental validation has been carried out on an op-

tical stage. Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of the test-bed.

The robot was driven by a generator and an amplifier (PI-

LVPZT). The inner wall of the pipe is made of stainless

steel with the radius of 18 mm in Fig. 7. The movement of

the robot has been measured by a laser triangulation sensor

(KeyenceTM LKH008).

Figure 8 shows the velocity of the main body (Object A).

It can be seen that the predicted result with the developed

model is closer to the measurement than to the model with-

out consideration of the inertia of PA. Further, both models

are able to improve the prediction accuracy with the voltage

being less than 30 v. This is reasonable, when the input volt-

age is small, the kinetic energy of the robot is small, and the

effect of the inertia is small accordingly. After the voltage

is greater than 30 v, the difference between the two models

tends to increase with respect to the measured result (i.e. the

error of the model without consideration of the inertia of the

PA increases) with the increase of the voltage.

Figure 9 shows the result of the velocity with driving fre-

quency. The driving voltage is 80 v, and the duty ratio is

Figure 6. The schematic diagram of the signal flow.

Figure 7. The robot and physical set up for testing.

Figure 8. Velocity vs. voltage.

75 %. There are two main peaks of the velocity. It is noted

that the frequencies are employed as the excitation signals

to examine system behavior in terms of energy efficiency. It

can be found that the measured locations of the peak val-

ues agree well with the one predicted by the models. At the
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Figure 9. The velocity vs. frequency.

Figure 10. Displacements of the main body versus different friction

coefficients.

second peak value, the one predicted by the models is much

larger than the measured one. This is because under a high

frequency excitation, the mechanical loss and heat consump-

tion are significant in the real structure, while this feature

has not been considered in the model. Non-uniform friction

along the pipe is also responsible for the velocity versus fre-

quency relation. Nevertheless, the developed model is better

than the model without consideration of the inertia of the PA.

Overall, the error of the model with consideration of the

inertia of the PA is 8.65 % while the error of the model with-

out consideration of the inertia of the PA is 14.34 %, with re-

spect to the measured result. In the experiment, the measure-

ment approach has introduced a relatively large error which

is up to about 10 % (the displacement measurement is based

on the ruler with the resolution of 0.1 mm, which translate

to an error of 10 %). As such, the developed model shows an

acceptable accuracy.

Figure 11. Velocity of the robot versus friction.

Figure 12. The velocity of the actuator versus the frequency of the

input voltage.

3 Notes on optimization of the performance of the

in-pipe inspection robot

Figure 10 shows the displacement of the main body under

different frictions. Too small or too large friction will cause

the failure of the robot. The largest step movement happens

when the friction force is around 1.0 N. As the friction force

reaches 6N, the robot does not move forward in one cycle at

all, which implies a failure. Figure 11 shows the velocity of

the robot with respect to the friction. It is shown that an opti-

mal velocity can be reached by adjusting the friction force.

Figure 12 shows the velocity with respect to the frequency.

It has many velocity peaks from the frequency range from

200 to 2000 Hz. The frequencies at the peaks of velocity are

slightly different between two models. When the frequency

is high, the velocity predicted with our model is smaller than

the model without consideration of the inertia of the PA. This

is so because the mass of the PA also consume the driving

energy. The dynamic behaviors are quite different when the

www.mech-sci.net/7/79/2016/ Mech. Sci., 7, 79–84, 2016
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mass of the PZT actuator is taken into consideration, such as

response displacement, resonant frequency. These factors are

crucial when we consider the control strategy.

4 Conclusions

This paper presented a work towards the development of a

model that can capture the continuous inertia of the PA in

IDM in the context of pipe inspection and has a balanced

accuracy and computational efficiency. The work also in-

cluded an experimental study to analyze the effectiveness of

the model. It can be concluded from this study that the de-

veloped model can predict the system behavior significantly

more accurate than the model without consideration of the

inertia of the PA. Since the model is also computationally ef-

ficient, it has a high potential to be used for feedback control

of the system as well as design optimization of the system.
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